Crackingnews
Screen’s capabilities crack
the productivity nod
ROTOCON technicians have helped to install and
commission ten Screen Truepress Jet L350UV+ inkjet digital
label presses in the South African narrow-web market
during the past five years.
Rotocon director, Pascal Aengenvoort, ascribes this success
rate to three primary factors. Firstly, Truepress Jet L350UV+
presses are built very sturdily, with a short web path and
with ease of use in mind to act as reliable workhorses for
multi-format, short-run capabilities at a rate of 60m/min.
The second factor is that the L350UV+LM model specifically
incorporates low-migration inks for PSPs who need to
produce quickly and cost-effectively premium-quality labels
compliant with stringent food-grade packaging criteria.
Lastly, Rotocon focuses solely on the needs of narrowweb PSPs, offering them a customised full-service package
anchored on exceptional consultation and after-sales support
to help grow their businesses. ‘A valuable part of this package
is highly-experienced and knowledgeable technicians who
can assist with follow-up training sessions for operators who

invariably can’t run through all possible scenarios during
their initial training,’ Pascal reports. ‘Customers can also
call the technicians out at any time to address queries and
resolve production-related issues.
‘Additionally, operators have instant access to information
via the press’s Trust Support System and are backed up by
Screen’s European and Japanese customer support team,
which can log in remotely, monitor the press live and
provide feedback.’

Prioritising flexibility, speed

VR Print’s MD, Hilton van Rensburg, whose Durban-based
company ventured into the digital printing market with
a Screen Truepress Jet L350UV+ in June 2019, concurs
wholeheartedly.
‘The installation and commissioning in mid-June couldn’t
have gone any better, as our operators were trained from
scratch and printing over two shifts in only three days,’
he comments. ‘Additionally, the two technicians on call
in Durban, who always arrive within an hour to two of
us logging an issue, ensure that we receive the support
required.’

He emphasises that this is vital because the Screen
press virtually never stands still after VR Print converted
95% of its jobs – bar the ones that are economical to run
flexographically – to digital. Hilton points out that the main
benefits are offset quality for half tones and vignettes,
which can’t be achieved with flexo; the ability to replicate
the job perfectly every time, irrespective of the operator;
and having to provide customers with only one label to
compare against the printed proof rather than a light,
dark and aim colour standard. ‘The colours will never go
out, provided we do the
linearisation as advised,’
he notes. ‘Furthermore,
the press’s orange and/or
blue ink gamut capabilities
eliminate any spot colour
problems and its built-in
spot colour management
system has proven very
reliable
after
extensive
testing. Our customers in the
paint and coating industry
are blown away by the paint
colour swatch sample labels
produced on the press.’
VR Print also considers
important the unlimited
ability to change the width of
material to suit a particular job
run; applying inkjet straight on
the topcoat, without having
to corona treat or prime the
material first; changeovers
in under five minutes; and
complete substrate changes
in under 15 minutes.
In combination, these timesaving features maximise the
number of jobs that can be
produced in a day.
UV inkjet is the future of label printing, Hilton asserts, it
allows label printers and converters to create a variety of
embellishments like tactile effects – by applying black or
another colour on top of a white ink laydown – which aren’t
possible with electrophotography. VR Print is currently
working with the Kwazulu-Natal Society for the Blind to
have one of its high-build effects approved for Braille.

More benefits set to jet in

Hilton emphasises that the business hasn’t yet realised
the full potential of the Screen press’s capabilities. ‘Now
that we have pressure-sensitive labels dialled in nicely, our
management team can focus on opening up new market
opportunities such as flexible packaging, shrink sleeves and
overprinting of variable data on labels,’ he explains. ‘The
Coca-Cola campaign featuring unique names is a prime
example, as the wraparound labels were rotogravureprinted and then the names were overprinted digitally
using variable data.’
He notes that another advantage of being a Screen and
Rotocon customer, as long as you don’t have operations in
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Europe, is access to viewing top plants there and interacting
with production teams to gain a basic understanding of
the prepress process. ‘In addition, subject to agreement,
we can undertake customer visits and talk to other
PSPs about projects they’ve completed successfully or
how they’ve overcome certain problems’, he enthuses.
‘These networking and information sharing sessions are
invaluable.’
What is next on VR Print’s wish list to enhance its digital
printing results?

Faster speeds top the list, followed by enhanced digital
embellishments, as long as they don’t slow the overall
press speeds down.
Pascal confirms that Screen will demonstrate at drupa
a press with enhanced running speeds of 80m/min (an
increase of 20m/min) and that incorporates CMYK plus
orange and blue inline (users currently have a choice of one
or the other). Embellishment R&D projects are, however,
still in progress.

Ed’s note: VR Print is a beta site for Avery Dennison
India, from which most of its material is sourced,
as that printing college doesn’t currently have a UV
inkjet press. The test files are printed digitally in
Durban, using the Screen Truepress Jet L350UV+ on
the specified substrate, and the samples are then
sent back to Pune.

